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FAMILIES OF MISSIONARY DISCIPLES

INTRODUCTORY LETTER
September 18, 2021

Dear companions on the journey,
This guide is a resource to accompany families in these uncertain times, full
of so many challenges for family life. The guide is a pastoral response to the call to
accompany families generated by the V National Encuentro of Hispanic/Latino
Ministry process which is now in its implementation phase. One of the main
conclusions was the need to strengthen evangelization and the accompaniment of
families. The guide is also in harmony with the celebration of the “Amoris Laetitia
Family” Year (2021-2022).

I invite all Hispanic/Latino families in the United States, in their multiple
dimensions and distinct realities, to use this guide as a tool. Whether that be
simply as a couple, or as a family with older or younger children, or with the
extended and multigenerational family. Or it can be adapted for a group of
families or for families of different cultures. It is a tool to foster accompaniment in
the style encouraged by Pope Francis. It will help each family to walk together in
closeness, to be present to each other, and to listen to each other with all their
senses and with all their heart. Then, they will go out as a family to encounter
others, in the presence of the Father, to heal wounds and share our joy of being
missionary disciples, witnesses of God's love.

In Christ,

Alejandro Aguilera-Titus
National Coordinator of the V Encuentro
Assistant Director of Hispanic Affairs, USCCB
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INTRODUCTION
VISION
This guide, Families of Missionary Disciples: Creating a Culture of Encounter in the Domestic
Church, is an adaptation of the process developed for the V National Encuentro of
Hispanic/Latino Ministry. The majority of the text comes from the V Encuentro Guide which
contains the five sessions that were experienced at the local level in small groups in parishes,
ecclesial movements and Catholic organizations throughout the United States in 2017.
The overall goal of Families of Missionary Disciples is to help families, as the domestic church, to
respond as missionary disciples to the call of the New Evangelization, rooted in Biblical
reflection.
It is an invitation to all Catholic families in the United States to reflect as a family, share their
faith experiences, accompany one another, strengthen their domestic church, and reach out to
others. It is an opportunity for families to announce Jesus Christ and his message to those
around them with new ardor, new methods and new expressions. The process calls Catholics to
better serve those most in need in their families, in their neighborhoods, in their communities
and in their parishes in light of the theme: Creating a Culture of Encounter in the Domestic
Church.
This guide, like the V Encuentro Guide, is divided into five sessions of reflection and
evangelization, guided by five themes inspired by Pope Francis’ call to foster a culture of
encounter (see the Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium 24): taking the first step, getting
involved, accompanying, bearing fruit and rejoicing. This adapted guide for use in families also
contains quotes from Pope Francis' 2016 Apostolic Exhortation. Amoris Laetitia on love in the
family. The foundation of the whole text is the concept that Pope Francis has expressed
throughout his papacy, of an accompaniment of closeness, mercy, understanding, a journeying
together, of being there, in the presence of the Father, touching and healing wounds.
By entering this process, Catholic families in the United States are invited to:
1. Encourage reflection and faith sharing among family members.
2. Strengthen the domestic church through accompaniment.
3. Contemplate the calling to be missionary disciples.
4. Prepare to engage in evangelizing missions on the peripheries.
5. Experience being a Church that goes forth.
All families are invited to participate!
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PREPARING TO EXPERIENCE THE
SESSIONS AS A FAMILY
PREPARATION FOR THE LEADER
•
•
•

•
•

The person who will lead the sessions should take time before the session to read the
entire session and prepare to lead it.
On www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm there are more tips on how to guide the session,
how to encourage active listening from everyone, how to get teenagers and young
adults to share more and information about children’s stages of learning.
Consider in advance how to involve all family members. Young children could help place
the symbols. Those who can read could take turns reading the reflections. If not
everyone understands well or reads the same language, you could read the text aloud in
both languages.
Consider which adaptations are needed according to your family’s reality.
Choose the songs for the opening and closing prayers. Prepare a device to listen to the
song together on YouTube and/or display the lyrics to sing together.

ADAPTATION OF THE GUIDE
Families are invited to adapt this guide as needed to involve all the members of the family. Here
are some ideas, but feel free to get creative.
•

•
•

•
•

•

For families with busy schedules, consider breaking up sessions. Instead of doing one
session a week, you could do one session and then allow a week to complete the
missionary actions before the next session. Or, you could do one session per month.
For families with young children or members with short attention spans, it may be best
to break up the sessions into shorter moments throughout the week or month.
For families with children of different ages consider how you can involve everyone. You
could print out the coloring sheets for younger children to use while having a deeper
dialogue with the older children. Then while the older ones reflect and write on their
journal pages, the younger ones could share their drawings and the leader can help
them answer the questions at their level.
For families with people from different cultures, consider choosing songs or other
elements of prayer that are more familiar to each culture.
For those who prefer to write about their reflections, consider getting a journal for each
person or you can find some journal pages to write your answers on
www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm.
You can be creative about the symbols. If you cannot get the suggested materials,
choose others that you can get or that are meaningful to your family.
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STRUCTURE OF EACH SESSION
General Information
• Objectives
• Materials
• Instructions to Prepare
Introduction
• Song and Opening Prayer
• Biblical passage taken from Luke 24: The Encounter with the Disciples on the Road to
Emmaus
• Reflection on the Biblical Text
Main Sections
• See - Discover how the theme of the session connects to each person’s story and
that of the family. Includes questions to share as a family.
• Judge - A reflection on the theme of the session in the light of the Gospel and the
Catholic faith. It includes an activity to do as a family.
• Act - An invitation to discuss the specific actions that you can do as a family of
missionary disciples who go forth to encounter others. They start in your own home,
then in your neighborhood, and then in the larger community.
• Celebrate - A prayer and songs to close the session.
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PREPARATION OF MATERIALS
Materials to Order
• Session 1: V Encuentro wristband for each family member This is an
optional symbol in Session 1. Check www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm for
directions for how to order them.
• Session 3: Pocket Gospels to share in the missionary action after Session 3.
They are sold here - https://store.usccb.org
• Session 5: V Encuentro cross for each family member. This is a symbol used
in Session 5. Check www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm for directions for
how to order them.
Materials to Get in Advance
• Bible to put in the center
• Candle for each member of the family (if you have small children
consider electric candles)
• Candle to put in the center
• Lighter
• Marker
• 6 poster boards (1 for the illustration of a road, 1 for each session)
• Blindfold for each family member (for Session 1)
• Flower for each family member (for Session 5)
• Journals and pens (optional)
• Coloring sheets and crayons (optional)
• Journal pages to answer the reflection questions and pens (optional)
Materials to Prepare in Advance
• Session 1: Illustration of a road
o Before Session 1, draw a road on a poster
board following the example to the right. A
symbol will be drawn on the road during each
session. If you want, you can draw the two
disciples and Jesus walking on the road.
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•

•

Session 3: Footprints
o 6 footprints made with paper or cardboard (3 left feet and 3 right feet). Write a
phrase on each footprint: 1) with myself, 2) a schoolmate or colleague, 3) a
relative, 4) a neighbor, 5) the environment, 6) someone who needs me.
Session 4: Bread
o A piece of bread is needed for each family member in a basket. If you want, you
could bake the bread together as a family activity.

GENERAL OUTLINE
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PRAYER FOR FAMILIES OF
MISSIONARY DISCIPLES
God of infinite Mercy,
you sent your Risen Son
to encounter the disciples on the way to Emmaus.
Grant us today as a family, a missionary spirit.
Send us forth to take the first step,
to encounter our sisters and brothers:
to walk with them in friendship,
to listen to their hopes and dreams with compassion
and to proclaim your Word with courage,
so that they might come to know you once again in the breaking of the Bread.
Send us as a family of missionary disciples,
and stay with us always,
as we seek to share the joy of the Gospel
with everyone around us,
in our home, in our neighborhood, at work,
at school, on sports teams,
with our relatives, with our friends,
with our classmates and colleagues, with our neighbors,
with people of all generations, from every race, language, culture and nation.
We ask you this with burning hearts,
filled with the Holy Spirit,
in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ
and through the loving intercession of our Blessed Mother Mary,
Our Lady of Guadalupe, Star of the New Evangelization of the Americas.
Amen.
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SESSION 1
CALLED TO A LOVING ENCOUNTER
WITH JESUS IN THE CHURCH
OBJECTIVES
•
•
•

Share experiences of encounter with Jesus and how he seeks us out first, how he takes
the first step.
Deepen our understanding of our baptismal call to be missionary disciples.
Prepare ourselves as missionary disciples to take the first step with others.

MATERIALS









Illustration of a road
Cup (or bowl) with water
Blindfold for each family member
Candle for each family member
V Encuentro wristband for each family member
Lighter
Poster board
Marker

PREPARATION
Decide who will lead the session (Leader) and who will read (Reader 1, 2, 3 and 4). The
leader should read the entire session before leading it. Choose the songs. Print the pages
that you are going to use from www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm. You can reflect on the
questions before the session to be better prepared. Before starting the session, prepare a
space in your home. Arrange some chairs in a circle and in the center place the illustration
of a road. Next to it place the blindfolds, candles and wristbands.
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OPENING PRAYER
Begin the session with the song: To listen to the song, click on “YouTube” or to sing together
click on “Lyrics”.
Song suggestion:
• “Abre mis ojos” (Jesse Manibusan): Youtube / Lyrics

Leader: Let us pray together the Prayer for Families of Missionary Disciples

INTRODUCTION
Leader: This is the first session of Families of Missionary Disciples: Creating a Culture of
Encounter in the Domestic Church. In these five sessions we will walk with Jesus, following the
different moments that the two disciples lived while walking the road to Emmaus. We will
reflect on how we can be missionary disciples in our home and in our community. We will also
prepare to encounter those who most need to hear the Good News of Jesus and feel the loving
embrace of the Church in community and as a family. In this first session, we will focus on how
Jesus reaches out to the disciples, taking the first step in going forth to encounter them.

Reader 1: A reading from the holy Gospel according to Luke (Lk 24:13-15):
Now that very day two of them were going to a village seven miles from
Jerusalem, called Emmaus, and they were conversing about all the things that
had occurred. And it happened that while they were conversing and debating,
Jesus himself drew near and walked with them, but their eyes were prevented
from recognizing him.
The Gospel of the Lord.
All: "Praise to you, Lord Jesus Christ."

Take a moment for silent reflection.
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to get far away from that place of death.
They were going to return to their lives, to
what they were doing before they met and
followed Jesus.
The first action Jesus takes in this passage is
to join the disciples on their journey. With
this action, Jesus takes the first step, going
forth to encounter the disciples. Jesus
approaches them with deep respect. He
goes forth to meet them, listens to them,
knowing their thoughts and feelings and
how much they have endured.

Reader 2: In the biblical passage of the
disciples on their way to Emmaus, Jesus goes
forth to encounter these two disciples. They
were leaving Jerusalem full of fear, anxiety
and frustration. Jesus actively contemplates
the reality affecting his disciples and inserts
himself in it. Jesus knows that all his disciples
have been traumatized. Their teacher, friend
and Lord had been arrested, condemned and
crucified. The passage indicates that these
two disciples remained three days in
Jerusalem after Jesus' death. It is possible
that, during those days, they were hiding out
of fear. They finally decided to leave the city,
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The biblical narrative indicates that the
disciples did not recognize the stranger who
joined them along the way because
"something prevented their eyes from
recognizing him." We do not know how close
to the disciples Jesus was walking, or for how
long. What we do know is that Jesus is
listening to what they say, and he recognizes
their gestures of discouragement and
sadness. This action of anonymous
accompaniment shows great respect for the
mourning the disciples are experiencing.
They are grieving because someone they
love has died, and they had placed all their
hope in him. The disciples think they have
wasted their time following someone who
turned out not to be who they expected. It is
very likely that it was precisely this pain and
confusion that prevented them from
recognizing Jesus.
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SEE
1.
Leader: Let's take a moment in silence to
consider our personal story. Each of us are
going to think about a difficult moment we
have gone through and if we were able to
recognize Jesus’ presence. If you want, you
can write about the experience. We can use
the following questions to guide our
reflection:
Have you ever felt that Jesus has come forth
to encounter you?
•

•
•

•

Has someone drawn near to you
when you were having a difficult
time? Perhaps it was a friend or
someone from the family who
accompanied you, and took the first
step to walk with you and listen to
you, accompany you.
If it wasn't a person, what helped you
get through that difficult time?
Were you able to recognize the
presence of Jesus in that moment? If
not, what kept you from see Him?
(the tiredness, worry, the need to
survive, the lack of reflection, the
isolation, etc.)
Now that you are revisiting that
difficult time, can you recognize
Jesus’ presence? Where was He?
How does it make you feel?

Leader: Now let's actively listen to each
person's experience. While the person is
speaking, the rest of us are not going to
interrupt or give advice, we are going to
listen with open hearts, without judgment or
prejudice. Let's be mindful of the time so
everyone can share.
2.
Leader: Let's consider our family history for
a moment.
Who are the people that have come forth to
encounter us as a family?
•

•
•

When we have gone through difficult
times as a family, who drew near to
accompany us?? That is to say, who
took the first step?
In what way has our parish, our faith
community, taken the first step?
Have we been able to recognize the
presence of Jesus in these people? If
not, why not?

After a moment of personal reflection, the
person leading the session invites each
family member to share giving the following
instructions.
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JUDGE
Reader 3: God seeks us out first through the
Sacrament of Baptism and calls us to be
missionary disciples, witnesses of God’s love.
God is the Lord of history. We were called to
God's own life and, through the waters of
Baptism, we rose with Christ to a new life as
sons and daughters of God. Baptism made us
kings, priests, and prophets like Christ. Our
Baptism, therefore, is a call to participate in
the life and mission of God. We become
disciples, that is, followers of Christ.
In the Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii
Gaudium (The Joy of the Gospel), Pope Francis
reminds us that by virtue of our Baptism each
member of the People of God becomes not
only a disciple, but a missionary disciple.
“Every Christian is a missionary to the extent
that he or she has encountered the love of God
in Christ Jesus: we no longer say that we are
‘disciples’ and ‘missionaries’, but rather that
we are always ‘missionary disciples’” (EG 120).
This missionary task must begin in our home.
“Each Christian family can first of all — as Mary
and Joseph did — welcome Jesus, listen to
Him, speak with Him, guard Him, protect Him,
grow with Him; and in this way improve the
world... to welcome Jesus in the family, in each
member:
children,
husband,
wife,
grandparents... Jesus is there. Welcome him
there, in order that He grow spiritually in the
family.” (Pope Francis, General Audience,
December 17, 2014)
Parents, grandparents and godparents are
instruments for the transmission of the faith.
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As Pope Francis tells us in the Apostolic
Exhortation Amoris Laetitia (The Joy of Love),
beginning in our home, this missionary task
expands: “The work of handing on the faith to
children, in the sense of facilitating its
expression and growth, helps the whole family
in its evangelizing mission. It naturally begins
to spread the faith to all around them, even
outside of the family circle” (AL 289).
Jesus invites all the baptized to seek others out
and gives us the Holy Spirit to guide our joyful
steps. We can become the Church that goes
forth, always ready and willing to take the first
step, particularly to those who are on the
peripheries - those who feel that they do not
belong or that have drifted away.
Pope Francis tells us that to take the first step
means to take the initiative without fear: to be
the first to greet, to forgive, to listen, to show
mercy, since God has loved us first. (See EG 24)
This implies going forth to encounter the
other, to invite the outcast, to offer mercy and
to experience the joy of being a blessing for
others.
This missionary image of reaching out calls to
mind the Prayer of Saint Teresa of Avila, that
says:
Christ has no body on this earth but yours.
No hands but yours.
No feet but yours.
Yours are the eyes with which he looks on the
world with compassion.
Yours the feet with which he walks doing good.
Yours the hands he now has to bless us.
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Activity
Leader: Like the disciples on the road to Emmaus, sometimes we don't recognize Jesus. We
could consider the things that prevent us from recognizing Jesus’ presence as blindfolds. As a
family we are invited to take off these blindfolds in order to go forth without fear and take the
first step in encountering each member of our family, and then to go forth to encounter our
broader community: our friends, colleagues, classmates, the members of our parish and
everyone around us.
Through this activity, let us recognize our baptismal call and the love of our family which help
us remove the blindfolds in order to see the light of Christ and our call to take the first step. The
V Encuentro wristbands [or another symbol that you may have chosen] will serve as a reminder
to take the first step in going forth to encounter others.
Instructions: The entire family will form a circle around the illustration of the road.
A member of the family will stand within the family circle, wearing a blindfold over their eyes.
Each member of the family will draw near them in silence and make the sign of the cross on
their forehead with water as a symbol of their Baptism, and then give them a hug. The last
person to bless them and give them a hug will remove the blindfold, put a V Encuentro
wristband on them, and hand them an unlit candle. This will be done with each member of the
family.
Everyone stands up and all the candles are lit.
Leader: Lord, remove the blindfolds that prevent us from recognizing your presence. Fill our
lives with your light to recognize you, to encounter you. Lord Jesus, we are on the journey to
encounter You, and when we encounter You we will see to our great surprise that You were
looking for us before we started looking for you. We know that You have looked for us first, You
have sought us out first. We recognize that we take one step and You take ten, always. This is
the abundance of your grace, of your love, of your tenderness, that you never tire of looking for
us. You are not only looking for us, but you are waiting for us with open arms. When You see
that we want to come closer with good will and we desire to encounter You, You come forth to
encounter us. And may this encounter of love lead us as a missionary family to seek along the
journey a fraternal, charitable and sincere encounter with all our brothers and sisters. We ask
this in your name. Amen.
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Blow out the candles. A member of the family is invited to draw the symbols of a blindfold and a
candle on the first part of the illustration of the road following the example below.
While they are drawing, the
person leading the session asks
each person:
Leader: What word from this
session remains in your heart?

ACT
The person leading the session reads the following and asks the following questions:
Leader: We have recognized that Jesus took the first step, He came forth to encounter us first.
Today we are invited to reach out, to take the first step into action.
Now we are going to talk about some actions in which we can take the first step, whether in our
family, at school, at college, at work, in the community or in the parish, with our friends,
relatives, and neighbors, always keeping in mind the example of the one who came forth to
encounter us on our journey, listening with charity.
Questions to discern
•
•
•
•

What can we do to create an atmosphere of listening and charity in our home?
What actions can we take as a family to live in harmony with each other and grow
closer?
Who do we know that is going through difficult times? How could we walk with them
intentionally?
Is there someone in our community who is alone that we could visit as a family?

To see some ideas or download resources related to this session, visit
www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm.
Decide which actions you will take in your home, neighborhood and community and write them
down on a poster board. This poster board could be displayed somewhere visible as a reminder.
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CELEBRATE
Everyone stands up for the closing prayer.

Leader: With faith in God's promises, we now present our needs and petitions, saying: Lord,
hear our prayer.
Reader 4:
•

Lord, we ask you to bless each of the actions that we will take as a family to better love
and serve, we pray to the Lord. We pray to the Lord. R:/ Lord, hear our prayer.

•

Lord, give us your strength and your blessing, join us in this mission of taking the first
step, we pray to the Lord. We pray to the Lord. R:/ Lord, hear our prayer.

•

Lord, we pray for each of the members of this family, touch our hearts in order to follow
you more closely, going forth to encounter those most in need in our community, we
pray to the Lord. We pray to the Lord. R: / Lord, hear our prayer.

•

Lord, on this journey of encounter, may we receive the grace of love and life in
abundance. We pray to the Lord. R: / Lord, hear our prayer.

Leader: Let us take a moment for each person in the group to share from their heart a prayer of
petition. To each of the petitions we will respond, "Lord, hear our prayer."
Lord our Father, we offer you all these prayers in the name of Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.
As we listen to the final song, let us give one another a sign of peace.

To listen to the song, click on “YouTube” or to sing together click on “Lyrics”.
Song Suggestions:
•
•
•

“Aquí estoy, Señor” (Dan Schutte): Youtube / Lyrics
“Pescador de hombres” (Cesáreo Gabaráin): Youtube / Lyrics
“Iglesia en salida” (Pedro Rubalcava, Alejandro Aguilera-Titus, Hosffman Ospino):
Youtube / Lyrics
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SESSION 2
WITH WORDS AND ACTIONS: DO IT!
OBJECTIVES
• Share about the experiences of missionary action after the previous session.
• Share among our family about our doubts and life dreams.
• Experience the power of active listening as a method of getting involved.
• Prepare ourselves for the mission in our family and with people in the peripheries.

MATERIALS






Illustration of a road
Pitcher of water
Cup for each family member
Poster board
Marker

PREPARATION
Decide who will lead the session (Leader) and who will read (Reader 1, 2, 3 and 4). The
leader should read the entire session before leading it. Choose the songs. Print the pages
that you are going to use from www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm. You can reflect on the
questions before the session to be better prepared. Before starting the session, prepare a
space in your home. Arrange some chairs in a circle and in the center place the illustration
of a road. Next to it place a pitcher with water and a glass for each member of the family.

PRAYER
Begin the session with the song:
Song Suggestion:
•

“Pescador de hombres” (Cesáreo Gabaráin): Youtube / Lyrics

Leader: Let us pray together the Prayer for Families of Missionary Disciples
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INTRODUCTION
Leader: Let's take a moment in silence to think about the actions we take after the first session.
If you want, you can write about the experience.
We can use the following questions to guide our reflection:
• Did you actively listen to someone in our family?
• Did you feel heard by someone in the family?
• Who did you take the first step with?
• Where did you visit?
• What did you see and hear?
• How did it make you feel?
The person leading the session invites each family member to share briefly about their
experience of missionary action. After the sharing, read the following.
Leader: Welcome to the second session of Families of Missionary Disciples: Creating a Culture
of Encounter in the Domestic Church. In this session, we will reflect on how Jesus got involved in
the life of the disciples through active listening. We will share about the difficult times we've
been through and who got involved with our family through words and actions. We will be
invited to get involved in the lives of people in our community and on the peripheries.
Reader 1:
A reading from the holy Gospel according to Luke (Luke 24:17-20):
And he replied to them, “What are you discussing as you walk along?” They
stopped, looking downcast. One of them, named Cleopas, said to him
in reply, “Are you the only visitor to Jerusalem who does not know of the things
that have taken place there in these days?” And he replied to them, “What sort
of things?” They said to him, “The things that happened to Jesus the
Nazarene, who was a prophet mighty in deed and word before God and all the
people, how our chief priests and rulers both handed him over to a sentence of
death and crucified him. But we were hoping that he would be the one to
redeem Israel; and besides all this, it is now the third day since this took place.
Some women from our group, however, have astounded us: they were at the
tomb early in the morning and did not find his body; they came back and
reported that they had indeed seen a vision of angels who announced that he
was alive.”
The Gospel of the Lord.
All: "Praise to you, Lord Jesus Christ."
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Take a moment for silent reflection.
Reader 2: In the first session we saw how
Jesus took the first step with the disciples by
joining them on their journey to Emmaus. In
this second session we will focus on how
Jesus gets involved in the life of the disciples
by asking them what they are talking about.
This action of Jesus is one of the most
surprising in this passage. Jesus knows full
well what has happened in Jerusalem, and
he is very much aware of the difficult
situation afflicting his disciples. Why, then,
does Jesus ask what they are talking about
along the way, as if he himself did not know
the answer? And when the disciples
answered sad and incredulous: “Are you the
only visitor to Jerusalem who does not know
of the things that have taken place there in
these days?” Jesus asks again, kindly and
calmly, saying: “What sort of things?”

This surprising gesture of Jesus, that of
asking first and then asking again, is a very
important aspect of the methodology of the
process of encounter. The encounter with
others, especially with people who are going
through very difficult times, should begin by
PorTuMatrimonio.org

asking them about their lives, concerns,
hopes, ideas, needs, and dreams. This allows
them to speak about reality from their own
perspective, to share their experiences,
feelings, and ideas. Listening deeply creates
a space of trust and safety that allows people
to quench their thirst and unload their
burdens.
Jesus does not scold his disciples for having
abandoned him or for not trusting in his
promises. He also does not start the
conversation by teaching them what to
believe. Jesus' questions reveal his great
human sensitivity and his divine wisdom in
knowing how to listen to his disciples’
suffering. He allows them to express their
pain, confusion, and frustration at what has
happened. Jesus knows that his disciples are
extremely thirsty in their journey: they thirst
for Jesus himself, for his message of hope,
for a better life, and to be heard in their pain.
The disciples, and all Jesus’ followers, hoped
that he would free Israel from Roman
oppression and restore the glory of the
Kingdom of Judea. With the death of Jesus,
these
long-awaited
dreams
were
demolished. The Kingdom of God that Jesus
had announced seemed lost. They were
likely wondering how much longer they
would have to wait for the 'true Messiah'.
The
disciples
expressed
their
disappointment and probably wondered if it
was worthwhile to follow Jesus all that time.
The fact that they were returning to their old
lives before they met Jesus is a sign of their
defeated hopes. The one who had offered to
quench their thirst forever was no longer
with them.
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SEE
1.
Leader: Let's take a moment in silence to
consider our personal story. Each of us are
going to think about a time when we started
to lose hope or doubt our faith in Jesus. If
you want, you can write about the
experience. We can use the following
questions to guide our reflection:
Did you ever start to lose hope?
• Have you been through a hardship that
made you question your life’s dreams and
aspirations?
• Have life's difficulties made you doubt
your faith in Jesus?
• What or who helped you not to lose
hope?
• Now that you are considering that
difficult time again, did you learn anything
from this experience? Did it strengthen
your faith in Jesus? How does it make you
feel?

2.
Leader: Let's consider our family history for
a moment.
Who has gotten involved with our family in
difficult times?
• What have we been through as a family
that threatened to take away our hope?
• Who was by our side? Who asked us
about it tenderly and knew how to listen
to us? Who, or what, helped us express
our pain and regain hope? Who helped us
quench our thirst?
• Are there ways that our parish, our faith
community, has gotten involved with our
family with words and actions?

The person leading the session invites each
family member to share giving the following
instructions.
Leader: Now let's actively listen to each
person's experience. While the person is
speaking, the rest of us are not going to
interrupt or give advice, we are going to
listen with open hearts, without judgment or
prejudice. Let's be mindful of the time so
everyone can share.
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JUDGE
Reader 3: Pope Francis tells us that the
disciples of an evangelizing community must
get involved by word and deed in people’s
daily lives, especially those in difficult
situations. Getting involved means bridging
distances, creating bridges, and going
beyond our own situation to reach out to the
other. It means making the suffering of
others our own, assuming their difficulties
and even going as far as humbling ourselves
“touching the suffering flesh of Christ in
others. Evangelizers thus take on the 'smell
of sheep' and the sheep are willing to hear
their voice” (Evangelii Gaudium 24)
Getting involved with words and actions
must begin in our own home. As Pope
Francis reminds us in Amoris Laetitia, in the
family we are “mutual reflections of that
divine love which comforts with a word, a
look, a helping hand, a caress, an embrace.
For this reason, “to want to form a family is
to resolve to be a part of God’s dream” (AL
321). He encourages us to see one another
with God's eyes and to recognize Christ in
one another. Jesus is our model. He knew
how to listen to the pain of the other. “He
would meet their gaze, directly and lovingly
(cf. Mk 10,21). No one felt overlooked in his
presence” (AL 323).
Pope Francis also invites us to open
ourselves, to go out of ourselves to pour out
our good on others. "When a family is
welcoming and reaches out to others,
especially the poor and the neglected, it is a
symbol, witness and participant in the
Church’s motherhood" (AL 324).
Mary is also a role model for us as we
become involved in others’ lives. She said
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"yes" to God and the Word became flesh in
her. Now, Mary accompanies us as the first
missionary disciple, inviting us to say yes, as
she did one day in Nazareth. Mary, when she
appeared as Our Lady of Guadalupe in
Mexico in 1531, became part of the history
of the Americas with her appearances as a
mestizo woman, affirming the dignity of
those who were suffering. At that time the
missionaries and the Christian faith had
arrived along with the Conquistadors. At the
time when the European and the indigenous
cultures of the American continent met,
division and violence reigned. Many people
were suffering. Our Lady of Guadalupe
became a sign of hope and unity.
Pope Francis offers us Mary as a model: “She
is the woman of prayer and work in
Nazareth, and she is also Our Lady of Help,
who sets out from her town ‘with haste’ (Lk
1:39) to be of service to others. This interplay
of justice and tenderness, of contemplation
and concern for others, is what makes the
ecclesial community look to Mary as a model
of evangelization” (EG 288).
The mission of the Church toward those who
suffer requires these two things: works of
mercy and a committed struggle against all
forms of injustice. Many personal and family
situations create hopelessness, confusion,
and suffering. Many people living in these
circumstances may find themselves on the
way back to their own Emmaus. In other
words, they feel estranged from the Risen
Christ, his love and his promises of life lived
to the fullest. With our words and actions we
can bring them to Jesus, who quenches their
deepest thirst.
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Activity
Leader: Through this activity, let us remember that it is God who quenches our thirst for Him
and for a full life. Let us recognize that we can be God's instrument to quench the thirst of
others. Let's take a moment in silence to think about how we can do this with each member of
our family. Let's choose a word to express what we are going to offer them. (For example:
listening, time, attention, affection, tenderness, patience, mercy, love, understanding, help,
encouragement, etc.)
Instructions: Everyone will stand in a circle around the illustration of the road. On one side of the
road will be a pitcher of water and some cups. Each member of the family will hold a cup in their
hands. Each person will take the pitcher and pour a little water into each cup.
Before pouring the water, they will say:
"I give you from the water of my ________________ [the word they chose]”.
Each person will serve a little water in each cup. When the last family member finishes, the
leader reads the following prayer:
Leader: May this water that we offer each other make us a stronger and more united
family. May this water lead us to an encounter with each other and may we recognize
the presence of the Spirit of God. Let us pray to the Lord. All: Lord, hear our prayer.
We recognize that our cups are full of water, because we have received what each family
member can give us from their hearts.
Now we will drink some of that water, leaving a little in the cup...
This water that remains in the cup signifies the strength we have as a family to undertake a
mission of encounter, which will help us to listen, accompany and go forth to encounter the
people around us.
A member of the family is invited to draw the symbol of water in the second part of the road
following the example below.
While they are drawing, the
person leading the session asks
each person:
Leader: What word from this
session remains in your heart?
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ACT
Leader: In the Emmaus story we see how Jesus asks questions to start a conversation and, little
by little, he becomes involved in the anxiety and sadness of his disciples. There are millions of
people living in very difficult situations. Many are thirsty for opportunities for a better life, for
tenderness and friendship, for a sense of belonging to the Church and to society, for the
unconditional love of God and for a dignifying and fulfilling purpose in life. This experience
offers a unique opportunity to see these people, not only through the lenses of sociology, but
with the eyes of the disciple. This perspective leads us to get involved in the lives of those who
have not yet felt the love of the Church and have not had a personal encounter with the living
Jesus.
Let’s consider how we can encounter people in our own family or neighborhood - children,
youth, adults, couples, families, seniors. Let us ask them about what they consider important in
their lives, about their concerns, anxieties, what makes them happy, what they know with
certainty, their beliefs and doubts, what they hope for from God and the message they wish
they would hear from the Church.
As a missionary family, we can get involved with people in need in our neighborhood, at work,
at school or in our faith community. Whether they are teenagers, young adults, seniors or
families going through a crisis. We can sit down with them to listen to them and to give them
information about the services that the parish offers and that could meet one of their needs.
Questions to discern
•
•
•

In our family, what do we need in order to listen actively to create trust and stronger
bonds between us?
As a family, how can we get involved in the lives of people in our community and on the
peripheries? What kind of words and actions should we carry out?
If you go to school, is there a classmate that you have noticed eating alone? At recess, is
there a classmate who is alone, who never gets invited to play? Have you ever noticed
someone in your classroom who needs a word of encouragement? Draw near, get
involved, listen, accompany!

To see some ideas or download resources related to this session, visit
www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm.
Decide which actions you will take in your home, neighborhood and community and write them
down on a poster board. This poster board could be displayed somewhere visible as a reminder.
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CELEBRATE
Leader: Let us pray.
Reader 4: Lord Jesus:
•

We thank you for encountering each of us and listening to us on our journey.

•

We thank you for getting involved in our lives, for being present walking with each one
of us.

•

We thank you for being hope in our despair, for being joy in our sadness, for being light
in our worries and fears, for being living water.

•

We thank you for involving us with words and actions as we encounter our friends,
brothers and sisters, family and community in order to act according to your will, in love
and grace.

Leader: Let us take a moment for each person in the family to express from their heart why
they feel grateful, why they want to give thanks.
We thank you Lord for all the blessings you have given us. All: Amen.
As we listen to the final song, let us give one another a sign of peace.
Song Suggestions:
•

“Somos el Cuerpo de Cristo” (Jaime Cortez): Youtube / Lyrics

•

“Somos tuyos” (Trevor Thomson)

•

“Vayan al mundo“ (Jaime Cortez): Youtube / Lyrics
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SESSION 3
WALKING TOGETHER WITH JESUS
OBJECTIVES
• Share about the experiences of missionary action after the previous session.
• Use Sacred Scripture to interpret life and inspire hope.
• Learn more about the spirituality of accompaniment.
• Prepare for missionary action with an emphasis on the Word of God.

MATERIALS
 Illustration of a road
 6 footprints made with paper or cardboard (3 left feet and 3 right feet). Write a phrase
on each footprint: 1) with myself, 2) a schoolmate or colleague, 3) a relative, 4) a
neighbor, 5) the environment, 6) someone who needs me.
 Bible
 Copies of the Pocket Gospels books
 Candle
 Lighter
 Poster board
 Marker

PREPARATION
Decide who will lead the session (Leader) and who will read (Reader 1, 2, 3 and 4). The
leader should read the entire session before leading it. Choose the songs. Print the pages
that you are going to use from www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm. You can reflect on the
questions before the session to be better prepared. Before starting the session, prepare a
space in your home. Put some chairs in a circle and in the center place the illustration of the
road with the 6 footprints, one left foot then one right foot, as if they were walking on the
road. Next to place the Pocket Gospels books and an open Bible with a lighted candle on
one side.
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PRAYER
Begin the session with a song:
Song suggestion:
“Un pueblo que camina” (Emilio Vicente Matéu): Youtube / Lyrics
Leader: Let us pray together the Prayer for Families of Missionary Disciples

INTRODUCTION
Leader: Let's take a moment of silence to think about the actions we took after the previous
session. If you want, you can write about the experience.
We can use the following questions to guide our reflection:
• How did you get involved in someone’s life?
• Who did you visit?
• What did you see and hear?
• How did it make you feel?
The person leading the session invites each family member to share briefly about their
experience of missionary action. After sharing, read the following.
Leader: Welcome to the third session of Families of Missionary Disciples: Creating a Culture of
Encounter in the Domestic Church. In this session we will reflect upon what Christian
accompaniment means. The session emphasizes the importance of walking with Jesus to feel
his friendship, listen to his word and understand our lives in light of his promises of full and
eternal life. Walking with Jesus leads us to say to him at the end of the journey: "Stay with us."
Reader 1:
A reading from the holy Gospel according to Luke (Lk 24: 25-29):
And he said to them, “Oh, how foolish you are! How slow of heart to believe all
that the prophets spoke! Was it not necessary that the Messiah should suffer
these things and enter into his glory?” Then beginning with Moses and all the
prophets, he interpreted to them what referred to him in all the scriptures. As
they approached the village to which they were going, he gave the impression
that he was going on farther. But they urged him, "Stay with us, for it is nearly
evening and the day is almost over.” So he went in to stay with them.
The Gospel of the Lord.
All: "Praise to you, Lord Jesus Christ."
Take a moment for silent reflection.
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Reader 2: Jesus’
action
in this
passage
seems
quite natural for a
teacher:
he
teaches.
What
makes it surprising
is the way Jesus
chose to teach.
Jesus did not begin
his conversation
with the disciples
with a doctoral class. Most likely, the
disciples would have felt very uncomfortable
and even annoyed by the intrusion of a
stranger coming to teach them a lesson at a
time of mourning and confusion.
As we saw in the previous sessions, Jesus
first asked and listened to what the disciples
have to say about their own reality and
about their way of interpreting what
happened. This allowed them to unburden
their hearts and minds on the stranger who
joined them along the way. This
unburdening made it possible for the
disciples to be ready to listen to what the
stranger had to say to them, since the
stranger had listened to them. There is no
doubt that Jesus' attitude of listening helped
to create a bond of trust with the disciples.
Jesus chose the most appropriate moment
to share with the disciples a very different
way of interpreting what happened in
Jerusalem in the preceding days. He also
chose a kind, yet direct way to bring the
disciples out of their obsession and pain
when he said: “Oh, how foolish you are! How
slow of heart to believe all that the prophets
spoke!” Jesus begins by reminding them that
the Messiah had to endure these sufferings
in order to enter into his glory. He interprets
PorTuMatrimonio.org

for them all the
Scriptures
that
referred
to
him,
beginning with Moses
and continuing with all
the prophets.
The power of the
Word
and
its
interpretation in light
of the promise of the
Resurrection gradually
restored the disciples’ hope as they
journeyed. It prepares them to recognize the
Risen Jesus in the stranger who
accompanied them and spoke to them.
When the disciples arrived at the place
where they were going to stay, Jesus
gestured as if he would continue on his way.
But the disciples tell him that it is late and
invite him to stay with them. This gesture of
Jesus, giving the impression of continuing on
his way, showed that the stranger did not
want impose himself on the disciples or
force them to continue the conversation.
Jesus gave them the opportunity to freely
choose to continue the conversation or to
say goodbye to the stranger.
The disciples took the initiative to continue
in the company of the stranger and invited
him to stay with them, with those beautiful
words: "Stay with us." This gesture by the
disciples was welcomed by Jesus. Jesus
accepted the invitation to stay with them,
and in this way prepared the stage for a
moment of closeness and trust at the table.
With his way of teaching, Jesus modeled for
us the importance of communicating with
gestures and messages that inspire hope.
This implies expressing deep respect for the
people we meet along our way, since they
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are also on a personal journey of faith. At the
same time, it is up to us to share the Word of
God and the wisdom of the Holy Spirit in the
Church. So they can understand, see and feel

their reality from the perspective of faith in
the Risen Jesus, and in the promises of his
reign of justice, love and truth.

SEE
1.
Leader: Let's take a moment in silence to
consider our personal story. Each of us are
going to think about a time when we were
accompanied. If you want, you can write
about the experience. We can use the
following questions to guide our reflection:
When have you felt accompanied and
welcomed?
• Who helped you feel welcomed and
accompanied?
• What changes did this person make in
their life or family to welcome you?
• What words from the Bible have given
you hope and helped you see a difficult
moment in your life differently?
The person leading the session invites each
family member to share giving the following
instructions.
Leader: Now let's actively listen to each
person's experience. While the person is
speaking, the rest of us are not going to
interrupt or give advice, we are going to
listen with open hearts, without judgment or
prejudice. Let's be mindful of the time so
everyone can share.
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2.
Leader: Let's consider our family history for
a moment.
Have we ever felt rejected?
• How did we feel when we were
rejected?
• How did God reveal Himself at that
time? Who accompanied us? How did
Jesus walk with us?
• Are there ways in which our parish,
our faith community, has made us feel
welcomed and accompanied?
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JUDGE
Reader 3: One of the deepest convictions we
have as Christians is that God accompanies
us. God walks with us every day, in joyful
moments and in difficult ones. It is possible
to imagine, as many people do, that God
created the world and left it to its own
devices. When we experience suffering,
violence,
difficulties,
rejection,
abandonment, misunderstanding, and even
the harsh reality of death, it is tempting to
think that God is not with us. However, Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, clearly revealed to us
that it is precisely in those most difficult
moments when God is with us.
God accompanies us with the power of his
Word, sustaining us. As Pope Francis says in
Amoris Laetitia, "The word of God is not a
series of abstract ideas but rather a source of
comfort and companionship for every family
that experiences difficulties or suffering. For
it shows them the goal of their journey,
when God ‘will wipe away every tear from
their eyes, and death shall be no more,
neither shall there be mourning nor crying
nor pain any more’ (Rev 21:4)” (AL 22).
God accompanies us in the sacraments,
strengthening us with his divine grace.
Particularly in the Eucharist we discover that
the Lord is with us, closer than anyone else
could be. In the Sacrament of Reconciliation
we know that we are truly forgiven by God.
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God also accompanies us through the
presence of the people around us, first of all,
in our family. Pope Francis reminds us that
when love is lived in the family, the Lord
reigns there. “A positive experience of family
communion is a true path to daily
sanctification and mystical growth, a means
for deeper union with God. The fraternal and
communal demands of family life are an
incentive to growth in openness of heart and
thus to an ever fuller encounter with the
Lord” (AL 316).
God calls us to accompany each other between parents and children, between
brothers and sisters, between relatives and
members of the household. "Friends and
other families are part of this larger family,
as well as communities of families who
support one another in their difficulties,
their social commitments and their faith" (AL
196).
A missionary disciple who accompanies
others must follow the example of Jesus. He
or she must be able to discern the presence
of God in ordinary life; make the decision to
go out to the peripheries; walk with others
in the style of Jesus; act with justice and
tenderness; contemplate and reach out to
others.
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Activity
The person leading the session gives the following instructions:
Leader: We will all stand in a circle around the illustration of the road. Each member of the
family will take a Pocket Gospels book and hold it close to their hearts, knowing that God in his
Word enlightens us, guides us and accompanies us. Then, as we walk around the road, we will
pause, stopping in front of each footprint to meditate on the following: Who comes to my mind
and my heart? Who am I called to accompany? What concrete action can I do for him/her?
For example:
Stopping in front of the footprint that says "a relative": What relative comes to my mind, my
thoughts, my heart and my feelings? How do I want to accompany them? By listening? By being
interested and being present in their life, in their activities, encouraging, listening, being
interested in what happens to them?
We will do the same with each footprint.
Everyone walks around the road, pausing in front of each footprint. At the end, the person
leading the session reads the following.
Leader: Let us reverence the Bible which is open before us.
A member of the family is invited to draw the symbol of the Bible in the third part of the road
following the example below.
While they are drawing, the person
leading the session asks each person:
Leader: What word from this session
remains in your heart?
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ACT
After a moment of reflection in silence, the person leading the session reads the following and
asks the following questions:
Leader: We are called to accompany others. In the evangelization process, accompaniment
means proclaiming the Resurrection of Jesus and the fulfillment of his promises. God's Word
helps us understand our own history as part of salvation history, and fills us with joy and hope.
Sometimes we encounter people, and even entire families, who have never even heard the
proclamation of the Gospel - that Jesus, who was crucified and risen from the dead, offers us
forgiveness, peace, and new hope. As Pope Francis reminds us, when we accompany others in
their struggles, at an appropriate moment, the Holy Spirit will inspire us to share with them this
proclamation of the Gospel. We should not be afraid to do this (see EG 164).
Let us recall the people who came to mind during the activity (ourselves, our relatives,
schoolmates, colleagues, friends, neighbors, etc.).
Questions to share and discern
•
•
•

Who came to mind and how could you accompany them?
How can we support each other in our family to accompany them?
How could we be ready to share the Good News of the Gospel with them, always
respecting their own faith journey?

To see some ideas or download resources related to this session, visit
www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm.
Decide which actions you will take in your home, neighborhood and community and write them
down on a poster board. This poster board could be displayed somewhere visible as a reminder.
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CELEBRATE
Leader: With faith in God's promises, we now present our needs and petitions.
Reader 4: Lord Jesus:
•

Bless our steps and may your word illuminate our journey.

•

Bless each member of this missionary family, fill us with a spirit of peace, love, faith,
charity and justice, to serve and love better.

•

Bless our hands to comfort those who suffer.

•

Bless our ears to listen carefully.

•

Bless our hearts to respond with compassion.

•

Bless our steps to go where no one has gone.

Leader: Let us take a moment for each person in the family to share from their heart a prayer of
petition, responding to each of the petitions saying, "Lord, hear our prayer."
Lord our Father, we offer you all these prayers in the name of Jesus Christ, our Lord. All: Amen.
As we listen to the final song, let us give one another a sign of peace.
Song Suggestions:
•

“Oración de san Francisco” (Sebastián Temple): YouTube / Lyrics

•

“Id y enseñad” (Cesáreo Gabaráin): YouTube / Lyrics
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SESSION 4
BEARING FRUITS OF NEW LIFE
OBJECTIVES
•
•
•

Share the fruits that the last three sessions have brought forth in
your personal, family and community life.
Identify the fruits that have yet to be achieved.
Prepare for missionary action after this session.

MATERIALS








Illustration of a road
Large candle
Lighter
Basket
Piece of bread for each family member
Poster board
Marker

PREPARATION
Decide who will lead the session (Leader) and who will read (Reader 1, 2, 3 and 4). The
leader should read the entire session before leading it. Choose the songs. Print the pages
that you are going to use from www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm. You can reflect on the
questions before the session to be better prepared. Before starting the session, prepare a
space in your home. Arrange some chairs in a circle and in the center place the illustration
of the road. Next to it place a large lit candle and a basket with the pieces of bread.
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PRAYER
Begin the session with a song:
Song suggestion:
• “Ardía nuestro corazón” (Pedro Rubalcava): YouTube / Lyrics
Leader: Let us pray together the Prayer for Families of Missionary Disciples

INTRODUCTION
Leader: Let's take a moment in silence to think about the actions we took after the previous
session. If you want, you can write about the experience.
We can use the following questions to guide our reflection:
• Who did you accompany?
• What did you see and hear?
• Were you able to share the Good News of the Gospel with them?
• How did it make you feel?
The person leading the session invites each family member to share briefly about their
experience of missionary action. After the sharing, read the following.
Leader: Welcome to the fourth session of Families of Missionary Disciples: Creating a Culture of
Encounter in the Domestic Church. In this session we will share our experiences of the fruits that
our missionary action has brought forth since we began this experience. We will reflect on the
fruits of friendship, joy, the Eucharist and mission.
Reader 1:
A reading from the holy Gospel according to Luke (Lk 24: 29-33a):
"Stay with us, for it is nearly evening and the day is almost over.” So he went in
to stay with them. And it happened that, while he was with them at table, he
took bread, said the blessing, broke it, and gave it to them. With that their eyes
were opened and they recognized him, but he vanished from their sight. Then
they said to each other: “Were not our hearts burning [within us] while he spoke
to us on the way and opened the scriptures to us?” So they set out at once and
returned to Jerusalem.
The Gospel of the Lord.
All: Praise to you, Lord Jesus Christ.
Take a moment for silent reflection.
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Reader 2: In this part of the biblical passage,
the disciples make a decision - they invite a
stranger who they have come to know and
trust along the journey to stay with them.
We know from experience that human
nature leads us to feel comfortable with
people who are from our same community,
who share our beliefs, customs, traditions
and values. It is also part of human nature to
feel suspicious or defensive against people
who are not from our same community, who
have other beliefs, come from another
culture or another nationality. This lack of
trust and even fear of the stranger, was even
greater for the Jewish people, who had
suffered so much at the hands of other
nations, including the Romans, who had
dominated their lives with taxes and unjust
burdens in the time of Jesus. Mindful of our
human nature, the Scriptures offer many
references about treating the stranger well,
being hospitable, and not harming others.
After all, the Hebrew people were strangers
in Egypt.

about, the way he brought them out of their
obsession with a kind but direct tone, the
way he interpreted the Scriptures, the way
he signaled that he was continuing on.
Perhaps it was all these gestures of closeness
and tenderness that created trust between
the stranger and the disciples, that
generated a sense of familiarity that would
culminate in the breaking of bread around a
table. It is in the gesture of breaking and
sharing bread that the grace of Jesus’
walking with them comes to fruition. The
disciples' eyes are opened and they
recognize the Risen Jesus. Now, the
“confused travelers on the road to Emmaus”
are filled with joy and
hope and are recommissioned as disciples
and missionaries. They immediately return
to Jerusalem to share the Good News of the
Gospel of the Risen Jesus.
The fact that Jesus accepted the invitation to
stay with the disciples, even when they did
not recognize him, teaches us to be grateful
for the trust and care that people offer us by
inviting us to their home, to eat with them,
to continue a conversation started during
catechesis, in the celebration of a
sacrament, or wherever we met them on our
journey. In short, to accept the invitation to
have a more intimate faith experience, to
break bread and make friends, so that the
Risen Jesus may be present through us.
We have many opportunities to accompany
people in the community and in the
peripheries. This accompaniment is the work

There is no doubt that the disciples on the
way to Emmaus saw something in that
stranger that inspired trust. Perhaps it was
the way this stranger walked near them; the
way he asked them what they were talking
PorTuMatrimonio.org
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of God’s grace that invites us and that
generates fruits of friendship, joy,
hospitality, solidarity and hope. The grace of
the Risen Lord accompanies us when we
accompany others, and leads us to personal
conversion, as we see in the Emmaus
passage.

SEE
1.
Leader: Let's take a moment in silence to
consider our personal story. Each of us will
think about the fruits of our missionary
actions. If you want, you can write about the
experience. We can use the following
questions to guide our reflection:
What fruits have your missionary actions
brought forth?
• Do you have new friends?
• To whom have you offered
hospitality, joy, or hope?
• How do people know that you are a
Catholic Christian?
After a moment of personal reflection, the
person leading the session invites each
family member to share giving the following
instructions.
Leader: Now let's actively listen to each
person's experience. While the person is
speaking, the rest of us are not going to
interrupt or give advice, we are going to
listen with open hearts, without judgment or

prejudice. Let's be mindful of the time so
everyone can share.
2.
Leader: Let's consider our family history for
a moment.
Let’s consider for a moment how our
intimate relationship with Jesus has been
the source of many fruits that today make it
possible for us to bear witness as missionary
disciples.
What fruits have we brought forth as a
family?
• What fruits as missionary disciples
are we bearing in our ordinary lives
as a family, in our neighborhood, in
our parish community, and in
society?
• God acts in the community through
each one of us: How are we
integrating the Good News of Jesus
into ourselves and how do we share
it with others?

JUDGE
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Reader 3: Pope Francis reminds us that a
missionary disciple of Jesus, “Finds a way to
let the word take flesh in a particular
situation and bear fruits of new life, however
imperfect or incomplete these may appear.
The disciple is ready to put his or her whole
life on the line, even to accepting
martyrdom, in bearing witness to Jesus
Christ.” (Evangelii Gaudium 24)
We were created for the glory of God. And
the nature of God is love, relationship. It is
when we place ourselves at the service of
others that these gifts become fruitful and
begin to affect others. In this way we give
witness as disciples of Jesus Christ in our
lives.
We bear witness to God beginning in our
family. God, as the Creator, created us in his
image and we cooperate in his creation with
our fruitfulness. “Seen this way, the couple’s
fruitful relationship becomes an image for
understanding and describing the mystery of
God himself, for in the Christian vision of the
Trinity, God is contemplated as Father, Son
and Spirit of Love. The triune God is a
communion of love, and the family is its
living reflection.” (Amoris Laetitia 11)
God nourishes His Church and the world with
the gifts He has entrusted to us. When we
allow these gifts to be used for the good of
others, by our attitudes and behaviors, and
our words and actions, we can see how Jesus
is present in our own lives. “As Saint Ignatius
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of Loyola said, ‘Love is shown more by deeds
than by words.’ It thus shows its fruitfulness
and allows us to experience the happiness of
giving, the nobility and grandeur of spending
ourselves unstintingly, without asking to be
repaid, purely for the pleasure of giving and
serving.” (AL 94)
We Christians share in the conviction that
the presence of the Holy Spirit produces
evident fruits in our lives. We frequently
speak 12 fruits of the Holy Spirit: charity, joy,
peace, patience, gentleness, kindness,
goodness, generosity, faithfulness, modesty,
self-control, and chastity.
A tree is known by its fruit! If Christ is in the
midst of our family, we will be a reflection
and continuation of His saving work and His
healing presence. As He did back then with
the disciples of Emmaus, He breaks the
Eucharistic bread with us. At the same time,
as He did with the hungry crowds gathered
around him (see Jn 6:5-13), He leaves for the
poor the bread that nourishes the body. Our
encounter with Christ at the table of the
Word and at the table of the Eucharist
becomes real, as we open ourselves to the
encounter with Christ in those who are poor
and most in need among us, and those who
live on the peripheries of society. “By their
witness as well as their words, families speak
to others of Jesus…their fruitfulness expands
and in countless ways makes God’s love
present in society.” (AL 184)
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Activity
Instructions: The whole family will form a circle around the illustration of the road. On one side
of the road will be a large lighted candle that symbolizes the presence of Jesus and a basket of
bread to be shared.
Leader: Each member of the family will hold a piece of bread in their hands and break it into
three pieces.
This bread is the symbol of the Trinitarian God who is broken and shared in a constant
movement of love between the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. As a family we are a living
reflection of this communion of love.
1) The first piece of bread.
This piece of bread signifies the glory we give to God by giving ourselves in service of
others. I invite each of you to place this piece of bread in the basket as an offering to
God the Father, and a symbol of the commitment to allow God to use our gifts and
talents for the good of others.
2) The second piece of bread.
This piece of bread signifies the intimate relationship of love and friendship that we
have with Jesus Christ, the one who accompanies us, listens to us, encourages us and
loves us. I invite you to take this piece of bread in your hands and eat it. Let us
remember that God is in the Eucharist, in joy, in friendship and in the mission of love for
others.
3) The third piece of bread.
This piece of bread signifies what you have shared with your family members, with your
friends, with those most in need and for the care of the environment. I invite you, with
this third piece of bread in your hands, to name the fruits that have begun to impact
others and your family. "I recognize the fruits of ____ [love, charity, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, etc.]." Then share your piece of bread with a family member who
can eat it.
A member of the family is invited to draw the symbol of bread in the fourth part of the road
following the example below.

While they are drawing, the
person leading the session asks
each person:
Leader: What word from this
session remains in your heart?
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ACT
Leader: Jesus’ words are very clear: “By their
fruits you will know them” (Mt 7:16).
Christian witness cannot remain limited to
words only, or mere good intentions. We
need to act. It is urgent for our Christian
commitment to become real through
specific actions that translate into fruits of
new life. The fruits that emerge from our
Christian commitment confirm that the Holy
Spirit continues to work in our lives and in
our communities. These fruits are born of
our intimate union with the Lord: “I am the
vine; you are the branches. Whoever
remains in me and I in him will bear much
fruit, because without me you can do
nothing.” (Jn 15:5)

According to the Christian tradition, one of
the most concrete ways to bring to life the
fruits of our relationship with Jesus Christ as
his disciples is to live in full solidarity with
Christ in those who are poor and those most
in need: “Come, you who are blessed by my
Father. Inherit the kingdom prepared for you
from the foundation of the world. For I was
hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty
and you gave me drink, a stranger and you
welcomed me, naked and you clothed me, ill
and you cared for me, in prison and you
visited me.” (Mt 25:34-36)

Questions to discern
•

•
•
•

Do we think about the needs and preferences of others in the family or do we focus on
our own? What can we do to be more supportive of each other in our family and use
our gifts and talents to serve one another?
As a family, how can we use our gifts and talents for the good of the poor and those
most in need in our neighborhood, in our community, or in our parish?
As a family, how can we use our gifts in global solidarity?
How can we learn more about putting faith into action?

To see some ideas or download resources related to this session, visit
www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm.
Decide which actions you will take in your home, neighborhood and community and write them
down on a poster board. This poster board could be displayed somewhere visible as a reminder.
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CELEBRATE
Leader: Let's take a moment to recall all the fruits that we have recognized thus far. Let us
place in God’s hands the efforts we are planning in order to continue using our gifts for the
good of others.
Let us pray.
Reader 4:
Our Lord, we praise and bless You, we glorify You and give You thanks for the fruits that we
have received from You. Fruits that show us Your presence among us. Fruits of trust, of peace,
of joy. To you, Lord, we surrender our trust, our faith, our steps, our journey.
Glory to you, Lord Jesus Christ. We recognize you in the breaking of the bread, in all that we
share, in our hearts that burn with joy, in the mission, in the hope, in the journey and in each
one of the faces that make up your people.
We are witnesses of Your love and for this we are grateful to You! Blessed and praised are you,
oh Lord, forever and ever. Amen.
Leader: Let us take a moment for each person in the family to express from their heart why
they feel grateful, why they want to give thanks.
Thank you Lord for all the blessings you have given us. All: Amen.
As we listen to the final song, let us give one another a sign of peace.
Song Suggestions
•

“Un pueblo en marcha” (Silvio Cuellar): YouTube / Lyrics

•

“Sé nuestra luz” (Bernadette Farrell): YouTube / Lyrics

•

“Quiero responder que sí” (Jaime Cortez): YouTube / Lyrics
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SESSION 5
CELEBRATING THE JOY OF BEING
MISSIONARY DISCIPLES
OBJECTIVES
•
•
•

Share about the experiences of missionary action after the previous session.
Reflect on the importance of celebrating great and small events in life with gratitude
and joy.
Prepare for the next missionary action with an emphasis on celebrating.

MATERIALS
 Illustration of a road
 Basket with a V Encuentro cross for each family member (If you were not able to get the
V Encuentro crosses you can use any cross or crucifix that can be hung on each person
during the activity)
 Candle
 Lighter
 Bible
 Vase with a flower for each family member

PREPARATION
Decide who will lead the session (Leader) and who will read (Reader 1, 2, 3 and 4). The
leader should read the entire session before leading it. Choose the songs. Print the pages
that you are going to use from www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm. You can reflect on the
questions before the session to be better prepared. Before starting the session, prepare a
space in your home. Arrange some chairs in a circle and in the center place the illustration
of the road. Next to it place a lit candle, the open Bible, a basket with V Encuentro crosses
and the vase with the flowers.
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PRAYER
Begin the session with a song:
Song Suggestion:
• "Santa María del camino" (Juan Antonio Espinosa): YouTube / Lyrics
Leader: Let us pray together the Prayer for Families of Missionary Disciples

INTRODUCTION
Leader: Let's take a moment of silence to think about the actions we took after the previous
session. If you want, you can write about the experience.
We can use the following questions to guide our reflection:
• How did you show your solidarity with those in need?
• Did someone in our family help you with their gifts and talents?
• How did it make you feel?
• What fruits have we recognized from our missionary actions?
• How have we committed to continue bearing fruit?
The person leading the session invites each family member to share briefly about their
experience of missionary action. After the sharing, read the following.
Leader: Welcome to this fifth and final session of Families of Missionary Disciples: Creating a
Culture of Encounter in the Domestic Church. We have walked together and have become a
family of missionary disciples. Our focus today is to celebrate with gratitude and joy the
achievements and worthy moments of our lives, big and small. In this session we are sent once
again to reach out to those who are most in need.
Reader 1:
A reading from the holy Gospel according to Luke (Lk 24: 32-35):
“Were not our hearts burning [within us] while he spoke to us on the way and
opened the scriptures to us?” So they set out at once and returned to Jerusalem
where they found gathered together the eleven and those with them who were
saying, “The Lord has truly been raised and has appeared to Simon!” Then the two
recounted what had taken place on the way and how he was made known to them
in the breaking of the bread.
The Gospel of the Lord.
All: Praise to you, Lord Jesus Christ.
Take a moment for silent reflection.
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Reader 2: The last thing Jesus did in this
passage is to vanish from the sight of the
disciples shortly after they recognized him.
However, the passage shows the disciples
excited and ready to be missionary disciples
once again. The disciples were full of joy
because they recognized Jesus. Their eyes
and hearts had been opened to the truth of
the Resurrection. The certainty that Jesus
was alive led them to realize that Jesus had
been with them practically the entire day,
and they were not surprised or disturbed
when he vanished. On the contrary, the
disciples remained joyful and shared with
one another how they felt along the way
while the stranger was interpreting the
Scriptures. With astonishment, they
exclaimed: “Were not our hearts burning?”
This confirms that their faith was rekindled
by first hearing the Word of God.
By the enduring grace of the presence the
Risen Christ in their midst, they were
entrusted with making decisions in the
future, starting with their immediate return
to Jerusalem. Jesus knew that this
encounter, this intimate moment in which
they recognized him, would lead them to
conversion. It would lead them to build the
community of disciples which from that
moment formed the Body of Christ, the
Church, in the world. It will lead them to live
in solidarity with one another, and to
embrace permanently the mission of
proclaiming the Good News to all nations,
moved by their burning hearts.
The lives of these two disciples acquired a
new meaning in light of the recent events.
The fear, disbelief, doubt, and sadness with
which they left Jerusalem only a few hours
before had now completely disappeared
from their minds and hearts. As they
returned to Jerusalem, they saw with their
PorTuMatrimonio.org

eyes wide open and were moved by joy and
hope, overflowing with faith and love for
Jesus, for the other disciples, and for the life
that had conquered death.

The return of the disciples to Jerusalem is a
great inspiration for our missionary
commitment today. Imagine as we leave
Mass that we are sent out to encounter
others on their own life journeys and to
accompany them. We do this, just as Jesus
did with the disciples of Emmaus and as
disciples of Jesus have been doing from
generation to generation for more than two
thousand years. This missionary activity
implies making a decision to go forth and
reach out to others, to accompany them as
the missionary disciples of today. It implies
living and understanding the mission of the
Church, as a community that goes forth,
inspired by a pastoral commitment to the
Risen Christ in their midst, whom they are to
encounter and accompany.
The last scene in this passage shows the
disciples of Emmaus sharing with other
disciples in Jerusalem the Good News that
they have seen the Risen Jesus. Other
disciples have also seen Jesus, and there is
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great joy among all of them. It is important
to highlight that the disciples who just
arrived from Emmaus share specifically that
Jesus interpreted the Scriptures for them
and that they recognized him in the breaking
of the bread. These two realities, Word and

Sacrament, are inseparable in the encounter
with the living Jesus Christ that leads to
conversion, communion, and solidarity
within the community of missionary
disciples gathered in Jerusalem.

SEE
1.
Leader: Let's take a moment in silence to
consider our personal story. Each of us will
think about what we are grateful for. If you
want, you can write about the experience.
We can use the following questions to guide
our reflection:
What do you thank God for at this time in
your life?
•
•
•

Name one or two reasons why
you are grateful.
How do you show your gratitude
to God?
How do you like to celebrate the
joys of life?

After a moment of personal reflection, the
person leading the session invites each
family member to share giving the following
instructions.
Leader: Now let's actively listen to each
person's experience. While the person is
speaking, the rest of us are not going to
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interrupt or give advice, we are going to
listen with open hearts, without judgment or
prejudice. Let's be mindful of the time so
everyone can share.
2.
Leader: Let's consider our family history for
a moment.
As missionary disciples of Jesus Christ, we
recognize that we have received many
blessings and we are now called to share
them with others through our witness.
How do we celebrate the most special
moments in our family?
•

•
•

How would you describe the joy you
feel when we celebrate together the
important moments in our lives?
What elements of our Christian faith
invite us to celebrate?
How are expressions of popular
religiosity and our cultural traditions
incorporated into our family?
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JUDGE
Reader 3: To participate in a celebration is to
mark what is important to us as individuals
and as a community. It is a profoundly
human expression that demands that we be
present to one another. It is interesting that
the first miraculous sign in Jesus’ public
ministry took place at a wedding, an event
that normally involves music, food and drink,
dancing, and much joy.
Pope Francis affirms that “an evangelizing
community is filled with joy; it knows how to
rejoice always. It celebrates every small
victory, every step forward in the work of
evangelization. Evangelization with joy
becomes beauty in the liturgy, as part of our
daily concern to spread goodness. The
Church evangelizes and is herself
evangelized through the beauty of the
liturgy, which is both a celebration of the
task of evangelization and the source of her
renewed self-giving.” (Evangelii Gaudium
24)

new life of those who celebrate Him. The
sacraments and many other religious
expressions help us celebrate that God walks
with us and has done great things in our
lives. Some examples are: devotions and
religious images of Jesus, Mary, and the
saints, special celebrations within the
liturgical year, such as Advent, Christmas, All
Saints’ Day, All Souls’ Day (Day of the Dead),
Epiphany, Our Lady of Guadalupe, Lent,
Easter, feast days of patron saints,
quinceañeras, presentations, anniversaries
of our sacraments, etc.

It is important to know how to celebrate in
our family as well. Pope Francis tells us, “Yet
it also helps to break the routine with a
party, and to enjoy family celebrations of
anniversaries and special events. We need
these moments of cherishing God’s gifts and
renewing our zest for life. As long as we can
celebrate, we are able to rekindle our love,
to free it from monotony and to colour our
daily routine with hope.” (Amoris Laetitia
226)

A Christian disciple is grateful for all the good
that comes from God, and he or she
celebrates. Today we are invited in a special
way to be grateful. To celebrate is to
recognize that we need God and that we
need to give thanks through our encounter
with others in a festive way, since God walks
with us, in our achievements as well as in our
failures. A Church that goes forth is a Church
that celebrates that the Lord accompanies it,
and because of that presence, it yields many
fruits.

Our religious celebrations, in the liturgy as
well as the rituals of popular devotion,
recognize the Risen Christ and the fruits of
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The disciples on the road to Emmaus
received grace and strength from the
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mysterious gift of the Risen Christ among
them, and he manifested himself fully at the
breaking of the bread. The parish Sunday
Eucharist is exactly where we as disciples
from many cultures and backgrounds
receive the grace and strength to go forth to
be missionary disciples. In the Sunday
Eucharist, Jesus the Lord himself teaches us

the Scriptures, enlightens us to recognize his
presence, nourishes us by his sacrifice, and
sends us forth. It is at the Eucharist that we
are formed into the gifts we receive, the
Body of Christ. The mission he gives us
depends at every turn on his grace
accompanying us as we move forward.

Activity
Leader: After seeing the fruits received along the way, we are called to celebrate the joy and
happiness of being a missionary family. Let us make a stop along the way to feel how our hearts
burn with the presence of God among us.
I invite each of you to take a cross from the basket.
Hold it in your hands and meditate on the cross, remembering that the Risen Jesus is a loving
presence, a faithful companion, an active listener, and unconditional love that is among us. He
accompanies us on the path of life.
As a family of missionary disciples, we are called to bring Christ to all the places where we find
ourselves, radiating joy, happiness, celebration, love, peace, and harmony.
Now, each family member will hang a cross around the neck of another family member, giving
him/her a hug of peace and handing him/her a flower, saying:
“Carry joy and peace with you always and share it as a sign of God in your heart.”
A member of the family is invited to draw the symbol of the cross in the fifth part of the road
following the example below.

While they are drawing, the person leading
the session asks each person:
Leader: What word from this session
remains in your heart?
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ACT
Leader: In this last session of the process of Families of Missionary Disciples: Creating a Culture
of Encounter in the Domestic Church, we reflect on our experience as missionary disciples, going
forth to encounter our brothers and sisters. We ask the Holy Spirit to inscribe the Word of God
in our minds, our hearts, and our whole being. We also ask to be deeply rooted in the Church,
walking in faith, love, and hope with our Holy Father, our bishops, our pastors, and all the saints
as we take to heart the great command: “Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the holy Spirit, teaching them
to observe all that I have commanded you. And behold, I am with you always, until the end of
the age.” (Mt 28:18-20)
We are never alone as we go forth into the mission as a family! Christ is always present in an
evangelizing community! He does not say: "Go", individually, but: "Go as a community!" Go
without fear and without doubts for Christ will be with us until the end of time!
One way to put our faith into action is by celebrating in simple ways, in the rhythm of our daily
routines,
the fact that God calls us to be missionary disciples. We will write down on a poster board those
actions we want to do to celebrate life and joy among us. We include those we want to invite to
celebrate with us. (For example: We will invite the people we have accompanied during this
process to have dinner together. Each family member will prepare a dish to share. We will
invite each one to give thanks for a quality or gift that God has given us. We will celebrate with
a cake, placing a candle for each achievement that each one of us has had, no matter how small
it may be).
To see some ideas or download resources related to this session, visit
www.portumatrimonio.org/fdm.
Decide how you are going to celebrate and decide who will be in charge of each element of the
celebration. Write down the responsibilities on a poster board. This poster board could be
displayed somewhere visible as a reminder.
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CELEBRATE
Leader: Lord, we thank you and rejoice for having had the opportunity as a family to live this
enriching experience.
Today we celebrate your presence among us and the fruits of the mission you have shown us
and entrusted to us.
Let us pray.
Reader 4:
Lord our God,
We thank you for this spirit of celebration that makes us rejoice, fills us with joy, peace, and
love.
We ask you to continue to give us the grace of your company and your impulse to find and seek
you everywhere. We will continue to walk as a family of missionary disciples.
We ask for your grace and your love, which alone are enough for us. All: Amen.
Leader: Let us take a moment for each person in the family to express from their heart why
they feel grateful, why they want to give thanks.
Thank you Lord for all the blessings you have given us. All: Amen.
As we listen to the final song, let us give one another a sign of peace.
Song Suggestions:
•

“Amor de Dios” (Bob Hurd): YouTube / Lyrics

•

“Todas nuestras vidas” (Jaime Cortez): YouTube / Lyrics

•

“Nuestra alegría” (Iván Díaz): YouTube / Lyrics
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